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MODULAR
I N T R O D U C T I O N

With the WMS series, a modular system consisting of dif-
ferent components, we provide you with a system which is 
extremely versatile and flexible for various requirements 
and uses. Due to the compact component size, it can be 
easily integrated into existing or planned application 
systems and makes designing a lot simpler. The modules 
will be combined like building blocks, and together they 
form a custom-designed, very flexible and quickly opera-
tional  material handling system.

WALTHER SYSTEMTECHNIK GMBH

DOSING AND DISPENSING SYSTEMS FOR VISCOUS MEDIA
www.walther-systemtechnik.com
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YOUR SYSTEM: 
VARIABlE 
CONFIGURATION.

YOUR BENEFIT: 
MORE EFFICIENCY
AND PROFITABIlITY IN 
PROJECT PlANNING.
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WALTHER MODULAR: LUBRICANT 
HANDLING EXPERTLY THOUGHT OUT.

THE MODERN ALL-IN-ONE SYSTEM FOR CONDITIONING, 
HANDLING AND PROVIDING LUBRICANTS.
The professional handling of lubricants plays 
an important role in almost every production 
process. With an consistent maintenance and 
handling concept, you not only avoid unnec-
essary lubricant losses and difficulties during 
lubricant application, but also significantly 
reduce working time and costs.

The growing production of goods constantly 
confronts industrial manufacturing with new 
challenges. In the meantime, modern, auto-
mated dosing systems are helping to make 
greasing and oiling more and more efficient 
in a wide range of industrial sectors. But to 
process lubricants perfectly, state-of-the-art 
solutions for conditioning, handling and pro-
viding lubricants are also required.

With WAlTHER MODUlAR we offer a flexible 
system which allows you to assemble such 
„maintenance units“ for the optimal han-
dling of lubricants quickly and easily yourself. 

Such a system makes good sense as prod-
uct lines, production processes and material 
conditions are ever-faster changing, and usu-
ally, the constant adaptation of conventional, 
integrated maintenance units is highly cost 
and time intensive.

Modern maintenance units, which are real-
ised with WAlTHER MODUlAR, are variable 
in their set-up from the very beginning; they 
are flexible in use, can be integrated every-
where and have a considerably faster and 
more cost-efficient use.

This is because the concept for the Walther 
Modular Series is a modular system where 
different compatible components can be 
combined like building blocks. Depending 
on your needs, these components can be 
individually attached, removed, exchanged 
or rearranged in order to adjust the modular 
system to the new requirements. 

This gives you the opportunity to react faster 
to market requirements with your production 
technology and to reduce setting costs as well 
as engineering expenses for system design.

Basically, the main advantages of this con-
cept can be summarized as follows: you will 
invest in a competitive system which can be 
changed or rearranged easily, and you will 
profit from a tested and reliable combination 
of different, powerful components which will 
strengthen the availability of the system as 
well as your production.
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EASY
INTEGRATION,
COMPACT DESIGN, 
SHORT 
INSTALLATION TIME 

INTELLIGENT MODIFICATION INSTEAD OF 
CUMBERSOME UPGRADING! 

WALTHER MODULAR COMBINES QUALITY, DESIGN AND 
FUNCTIONALITY WITH A VARIETY OF ADVANTAGES.
Systems for conditioning, handling and pro-
viding lubricants are necessary and also of-
ten very complex systems. 
WAlTHER MODUlAR sets on a different path. 
Following Albert Einstein’s aphorism “Make 
things as easy as possible. But not simpler.“, 
we get to the heart of lubrication handling in 
a competent manner.

Our system stands for perfected lubrication 
handling; all components are characterized 
by high standards in quality and functional-
ity, in accordance with our philosophy. This 
means that they work reliably, constantly and 
with power; in combination, they form the 
heart of supply for your overall system.

For the development, it was an important 
aspect for us that WAlTHER MODUlAR will 
unite extensive functions and high perfor-
mance with easiest use; nothing more, noth-
ing less. Of course, we know that a correct 
handling of lubricants is the basic require-
ment for a reproduceable and correct lubri-
cation application.

The core element for lubricant supply and 
maintenance in WAlTHER MODUlAR is the 
completely modular design. The individual 
components of the series can be variably 
combined to a system as they were designed 
as plug-in modules. From components to 
pipes, all is finely adapted.
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INDIVIDUAL BUT  
STILL VARIABLE
The system as a whole will be set up spe-
cifically for production, but the individual 
components remain variable and can be 
reconfigured anytime. Thus, we can construct 
individual systems which meet your needs 
and cover exactly the required working area.

INVESTMENT-FRIENDLY 
AND COST-SAVING
This concept comes with a great advantage: 
using proven modules makes the project 
planning of your maintenance system more 
efficient and profitable. Also, the engineering 
risk drops considerably.

When changing your production, you can 
easily replace old modules with new ones, 
or add additional modules to the system; 
thereby from the start, you will only invest in 
modules which you really need.

The fact that the modular structure reduces 
the time and costs for maintenance or repair 
work due to the simple replacement of defec-

tive components and a long-term avoiding 
of production standstills, are an additional 
advantage. Above that, all modules can be 
refurbished after their operating phase and 
reintegrated in a new system. 

At the same time, the modular concept en-
sures that all components of the Modular 
series are universal and can be used individ-
ually.

RELIABLE AND SAFE
It is also worth mentioning that changes with-
ing modular systems and especially in mod-
ules will not affect other modules because 
specific tasks are taken over by independent 
components, and the cross-dependence is 
kept quite low.

As a result of this system status, the individual 
modules will operate mostly independent of 
each other. If errors occur in modules, these 
malfunctions will not adversely affect other 
modules; there is a „local protection“. This 
means individual or all components of the 
systems can be replaced by other compo-
nents without jeopardizing the integrity of the 
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complete system. Due to the independence 
of the individual components, it is also pos-
sible to uncouple the statistic service life of 
modules.

EASY AND  
USER FRIENDLY
Well-equipped for any use: Thanks to robust 
materials and sophisticated technology, the 
devices can be exactly adapted to the perfor-
mance values of the application, cope with 
difficult surrounding conditions and operate 
reliably and precisely in all fields of use for 

various businesses. They are powerful and 
user friendly and allow a reliable, safe and 
economic permanent operation. Besides their 
compact design and the very small plug-in 
width, the modules also feature a very easy 
mounting and maintenance. 

Whether single components or stringed units, 
whether local or central conditioning and 
providing of lubricants – the devices from the 
Walther Modular series rise to full potential 
in all areas and offer custom-fit, complete 
technical solutions.

1. Diagnosable Filter System with monitoring of different process variables WFSD-01

2. Pressure-regulated Medium Storage Container with level sensor WGC-A-200-01

3. Outlet Valve 2/2 T with two medium outlets WGV-2/2-T-01

4. Compact Booster Pump with high efficiency WBP-25-01

5. Plug-In Cube for reducing the medium volume flow WSB-10-01

6. Material Pressure Regulator for precise medium pressure setpoints WMDR-50-01

7. Filter System with robust filter cartridge design  WFS-01

Further modules and components can be found in our catalogue or at our website 
www.walther-systemtechnik.com

MODULES
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EVERYTHING INCLUDED. 

Beside the standard components, Modular 
also offers the integration of specific modules 
such as the Air Bubble Protection System or 

the pressure-regulated storage container. All 
components are characterised by precision 
and special efficiency.

FIT FOR THE FUTURE
WAlTHER MODUlAR will be continuously further developed and makes it possible to specifi-
cally integrate innovations in existing systems without trouble. This will keep your system up-
to-date; and for the future, it represents high productivity, larger process windows as well as 
reliable process stability.
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OPTIMISED DOWN TO THE SMALLEST DETAIL 

COMPACT AND INNOVATIVE:  
THE ASSEMBLING OF INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED BLOCK 
UNITS BY TENSION CONNECTION.
This is exactly where you see if a project is well 
thought-out. A system can only be perfect, if 
all details match. Under this premise, we do 
not make compromises for quality or reliabil-
ity of the modular connectors. We want them 

safe and tight. And we achieved this aim with 
our easy but brilliantly modular connector 
set. Mounting is easier than ever and does 
not require plug-in connectors or the screw 
joint of individual components.

ESSENTIAL CORE ELEMENT: BEST 
CONSULTING RIGHT FROM THE START

Based upon our broad modular system, we are always able to realize a complete solution. For 
configuring the maintenance units, we offer you the expert support by our lubricant specialists. 
They have many years of practical experience, know all characteristics of the products and can 
contribute industry-specific competence.
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Lubricants have different complexity and sensitivity 
which constantly redefine the requirements for lubricant 
processing. Face the challenge with a well-designed 
system which is extremely versatile. 

Conditioning, handling and providing – The WALTHER 
MODULAR Series represents a perfected technology for 
lubricant processing. Because lower development costs 
and higher availability of systems for lubricant process-
ing should not be a matter of pure luck.

• Modular diversity – all functions

• Compact design

• High performance 

• User friendly

• Reliable and safe

• Simplified installation and maintenance work

• Shortened installation space

• No connecting elements between  
individual function holders required 

• Easy option for configuring 

• Modular system reduces the development expenses 

• Easy installation

• Can be used independent from any system
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Walther Systemtechnik GmbH is a medium- 

sized business with a long-term experience in 

special machine construction which has spe-

cialized in dosing applications and application 

processes: we are your competent partner for 

all kinds of dosing and applying of liquid and  

pasty media. 

www.walther-systemtechnik.com
SUPPLYING. DOSING. APPLYING.

WAlTHER SYSTEMTECHNIK GMBH
Hockenheimer Str. 3, 76726 Germersheim
Germany

info@walther-systemtechnik.com
tel. +49-7274-7022-0
fax. +49-7274-7022-91


